Actuarial Reserving Manager

Reno, NV

Location:  http://chc.tbe.taleo.net/chc03/ats/careers/requisition.jsp?org=EMPLOYERSINSURANCE&cws=1&rid=3391

Description

Our Actuarial Reserving Manager will participate in a broad variety of activities in support of a dynamic, expanding actuarial function in EMPLOYERS. Under the direction of the VP/Managing Actuary, this position compiles and analyzes company and industry data in the development, pricing, control and administration of products offered by the company, in the estimation of current and future company assets and liabilities, and in the preparation of financial statements and other reports. As the work is in support of various aspects of company operations, a significant amount of independent interaction with other departments is required.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities:

- Prepares and manages significant segments of EMPLOYERS reserve analysis on time and in keeping with corporate and professional standards, including all documentation. Works with peer reviewers to incorporate all commentary. Performs these tasks with minimal supervision.
- Manages actuarial student(s) in all their daily duties. Mentors, develops and teaches all assigned direct report(s) in actuarial work and exam progress.
- Assists in the development of new insurance products or pricing/reserving approaches and the pricing/reserving of new and existing products, whether via predictive modeling or traditional approaches.
- Assists in the development and maintenance of the companies’ financial forecasting.
- Assists with production and utilization of Economic Capital Model.
- Prepares ad-hoc reports as requested.
- Performs analysis of company balance sheet liabilities.
- Assists in the preparation of quarterly/annual financial statements, independently preparing various exhibits and reports.
- Other duties as assigned or as business needs dictate.

Job Requirements:

- Bachelor’s degree preferably in Mathematics or Statistics; An advanced degree is preferred
- Minimum of 5 years’ experience actuarial related work and an ACAS designation, working towards FCAS
- Must have a solid working knowledge of Excel, Word, VBA and PowerPoint. Knowledge of MetaRisk or other capital modeling software is preferred. A current knowledge of or a capacity for learning to use other software products such as SQL, Microsoft Access, SAS,
Emblem, and/or R is expected. Knowledge of commercial catastrophe models (particularly workers’ compensation) is a plus.

- Must be detail oriented and capable of working with minimal supervision
- Must be independent and creative in analyzing business results, developing appropriate solutions or alternatives to problems and effectively communicating related issues and results to management
- Must work well in a team-oriented, collaborative environment
- Must possess effective written and verbal communication skills

As a dynamic, fast-growing provider of workers’ compensation insurance and services, we are seeking a goal-oriented individual willing to put their ideas to work!

We offer a positive, challenging work environment, combined with an opportunity to build your career as you help us grow our business, in innovative and imaginative ways that are uniquely EMPLOYERS®!

Headquartered in Reno, Nevada, EMPLOYERS attributes its long-standing success to its most valuable resource, our employees across the United States. EMPLOYERS is known for the quality service and expertise we provide to our clients, and the exemplary work environment we provide for our employees.

We live and breathe our core values: Integrity, Customer Focus, Collaboration, Initiative, Accountability, Innovation, and Personal Fulfillment. These are the pillars that support how we do business with our clients as well as how we treat each other!

At EMPLOYERS, you’ll discover an energetic environment that inspires top achievement. As “America’s small business insurance specialist”, we have the resources, a solid reputation and an expanding nationwide identity to enrich your work/life and enhance your career.